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ABOUT JUTE
JUTE’s story is a simple one; the best stories are. Like all the best stories, ours is rich with courage, resilience, 

hope and joy. It began with a simple passionate idea, yet one that has endured for over a quarter of a century, 

engaging the talents and the hearts of artists and audiences alike. Over time, our story has developed a 

compelling plot; one that twists and turns, adapts and refines, delivering satisfying experiences time after 

time. But our story is also grounded in reality; with a clear eye on the practical challenges of the current world 

and foreseeable landscape. 

It is a story with no denouement in sight – for it has a vision, a mission and a strategy to build upon its past 

successes and to forge ahead into a bright and ambitious future.
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VISION
To change the world through 
theatre.

PURPOSE
Daring to develop and tell diverse 
stories that challenge, inspire and 
bring us together … through the 
power and magic of theatre.

MISSION
JUTE will not rest until all the untold 
stories have been told, until there is 
no regional artist needing support and 
our audience and community’s need 
for diverse stories is fully sated.

VALUES
•●Diverse

•●Inclusive 

• Respectful

• Transparent

• Can do attitude

• Strategic focused

• Daring

• Challenging the status quo

• Unique

• Integrity

• Partnership focused

• Regional champions
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2019 REVENUE 
SOURCES

CORE PROGRAMS 
OF JUTE
From humble beginnings in regional obscurity, stretched and moulded through years of hard work, vision 

and persistence, JUTE Theatre Company is coming of age as a dynamic, award-winning, nationally-regarded 

theatre company, sitting at the forefront of industry practice and consistently seeking new boundaries to 

explore in theatre practice. 

Each element of the company programs is infused with the company’s strategic thinking to build capacity. All 

our rigorous writing programs, long-term investment in creative script development, training and community 

outreach programs, creative and strategic partnerships, and our ambitious productions and tours are informed 

by candid critical review and forward-facing vision to ensure we build a stronger, more viable, more creatively 

relevant company.

JUTE is uniquely placed to promote diversity through the performing arts from its base in northern Queensland; 

a region teeming with cultural influences from Asia, the Pacific, Italy, Greece, Eastern Europe, Middle East 

and Africa, and with a significant Indigenous Australian population. With a keen sensibility to best practice 

in intercultural engagement and a strong cultural protocols policy, JUTE has an ongoing commitment to 

developing diverse voices within all its programs and attracting a diverse audience base. 

JUTE has the proven capability, through a series of successful collaborations, to witness its creative impact 

being realised deep into the regions beyond. And JUTE has a long history of developing artists – writers, 

creatives and production teams – and daring to tell stories that challenge, inspire and bring us together … 

through the power and magic of theatre.

JUTE DOES THIS THROUGH OUR ANNUAL PROGRAMS WHICH INCLUDE:

• Productions

• Touring

• Dare to Dream Tour & Residency Program

• New Work Development Programs

• Youth and Outreach Programs

• Training and Mentorship Programs

JUTE’s program was reduced in 2019 due to vacating our home and theatre at the Centre of Contemporary Arts 

in order for major renovations to occur.

49%

14%

Earned Income

Private Sector 
Income

37%

Government 
Investment
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OVERARCHING NOTE:
Despite the reduced capacity to offer programs 

during 2019 due to the renovation of JUTE’s home, 

the company continued to exceed projected targets.

2019 
STATISTICS

CREATE distinctive, resonant theatre 
experiences.

ENGAGE with arts sector & community.

EMBED organisational resilience through 
sustainable development of people & 
processes.

FOCUS on economic growth & sustainability 
to enable our vision.

GOALS

Number of Activities delivered outside 
your local authority area:

TARGET 97
ACTUAL 225

Number of Attendees & Participants: 

TARGET 6,500 
ACTUAL 10,900

% of Artists & Artsworkers who are 
First Nations/CALD:

 76%

Number of paid artists and or 
Artsworkers:
TARGET 68 
ACTUAL 62

% of total income that is private sector 
sponsorship and/or Fundraising and 
earned income:

TARGET  35% 
ACTUAL  51%

Best Practice Organisational Governance – Undertook review and Implementation of revised HR processes
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Kuala Lumpur

Mapoon

Weipa

Mossman

Bamaga

• Kuala 
Lumpur

• Cairns 
• Innisfail
• Bamaga 

OUR AUDIENCE/
ENGAGEMENT 
FOOTPRINT IN 
2019

• Mapoon
• Weipa 
• Mossman
• Ravenshoe
• Yarrabah

• Mt. Isa
• Doomadgee 
• Cloncurry
• Yeppoon 
• Wangetti
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CHAIR’S REPORT 

I spent 2019 saying that we hadn’t been able to achieve 
everything given the circumstances of being without 
a home.  At the same time I kept wondering why, as a 
company, we were so busy.

In developing the Annual report and on reflection I 
cannot believe the amount of work our small company 
undertook while being without a home, searching for 
rehearsal and performance spaces, responding to the 
multiple delays in the building program with program 
cancellations and venue and date shifts for others, it is 
no wonder the team needed a break by December.  The 
subsequent significant increase in funds from Minister 
Enoch for the venue renovations was a great reason 
for the building delays and we are grateful for the 
investment into this region.

Having moved back into our newly renovated venue 
in January 2020 and opening our very successful first 
production in March, only to close the production mid-
season, due to the Covid-19 crises, feels like business 
as usual is a thing of the past.

But like all arts organisations and particularly the 
small to medium sector, we are an agile industry and 
I have no doubt we will find ways of dealing with the 
world in crises. 

But back to 2019.  

Amongst the highlights of the program you will 
see laid out in the Annual report is JUTE’s very first 
International co-production.  JUTE is used to taking 
large leaps to push the boundaries on opening up 
opportunities for new markets and telling diverse 
stories.  It is with deep gratitude that I acknowledge 
local Malaysian-Australian artist and playwright Sasi 
Victoire for leading us into this co-production and 
supporting JUTE in its cultural engagement with the 
Malaysian company and artists.  It was a large learning 
curve for JUTE and all concerned and one that has 
given JUTE a more confident footing with the Thai-
Australian work that we are currently developing.  

We once again rolled out our 10-week Dare to 
Dream remote tour and residency program visiting 

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR/
CEO REPORTWriting this amidst a global health pandemic in April 

2020 looking back over 2019 is an interesting exercise.

Could we have possibly imagined that we would have 

to abruptly end our marvellous To Kill a Cassowary 

production after two nights? The first production in 

the brand-new revamped old Centre of Contemporary 

Arts – the new Bulmba-ja Arts Centre? Who would 

have thought! And we are in the imagination business!

Looking over 2019 we faced many challenges and hit 

new highs – really that’s the essence of JUTE.  As a 

company we strive to be the best we can be – we push 

ourselves to reach new audiences and we seek to tell 

stories that will deepen our community experience 

and understanding of each other.

We lived in the Tanks Arts Centre courtesy of our 

wonderful relationship with Cairns Regional Council, 

we travelled to Malaysia in partnership with Masakini 

Theatre to produce and tour our locally grown work. 

We travelled throughout Queensland regional and 

remote areas with our Dare to Dream project, we 

consistently worked with emerging actors and writers 

in JUTE Actors Studio and Write Sparks programs. I 

am proud that our company is constantly looking to 

use our art to transform.

There is a passion and dedication in JUTE that thrives 

no matter what.

At the beginning of the year we welcomed new 

board members Fintan Rafferty local master of the 

Salthouse who intrigued by our work wanted to work 

with us and be part of what we can offer Cairns and 

beyond and John Paul Fischbach CEO and Chief 

Alchemist of Auspicious Arts who joined the board 

bringing his considerable experience in the arts 

remote communities in Queensland.  It is clear that 
this program could not happen without the tour 
management support of ArTour and we are grateful for 
their continued engagement with the program. 

We produced 4 creative developments and 
commissioned a new work and continued with our 
skills development, outreach and engagement 
programs.  

To all of the 62 artists we employed in 2019, it was 
such an honour to work with each and every one of you 
and to bring your creative dreams to fruition.  With our 
commitment to diversity, it should be noted that 76% of 
artists and artsworkers employed by JUTE in 2019 were 
from either First Nations or Culturally and Linguistically 
Diverse backgrounds. JUTE is setting the bar high for 
our sector in meeting our commitment to diversity 
– to engaging and telling the stories of our diverse 
community.

An Artistic Director/CEO needs the support of a 
dedicated board in order to succeed and to each 
and every board member I say Thank You for your 
commitment and passion for the work of JUTE. 

And finally, there would be no JUTE without the JUTE 
Team. An amazing group of strong women with a fire 
in their belly for everything JUTE - whether that be the 
meticulous workings of Narelle Paisley our Business 
Operations Manager; the focus, trust and relationships 
built through the integrity practiced by Milly Darby our 
Business Development Manager; the wealth of cultural 
knowledge and national industry contacts and care for 
First Nations artists brought to JUTE by Yvette Walker, 
JUTE’s First Nations Creative Producer;  or the skills, 
creativity and artist support and advocacy practiced 
by Creative Producer, Kathryn Ash. These are all 
extraordinary artists and artsworkers and they each 
bring rich gifts to JUTE, our artists and our community. 
Thank you.

Suellen Maunder
Artistic Director/CEO

sector and relationship building to assist JUTE launch 

into a new era.

We were also joined by Patricia Courtenay a First 

Nations woman who belongs to the Gurang Gurang 

and Birri traditional lands and brings a wealth of 

professional experience in community, education 

and government.

Along with existing board members, Suarav Kataria, 

Karyn Weller and Suellen Maunder, I feel privileged 

to work with such a creative team and confident that 

we can shape and guide JUTE in its purpose and 

direction.

I do want to thank our amazing staff – whose passion 

and dedication is a beautiful gift. Thank you. I also 

want to acknowledge and thank our volunteers who 

add such joy to the mix and of course all the theatre 

makers, writers, actors, designers, technicians who 

make this magic work.

Thank you too to our funding partners Arts 

Queensland, Tim Fairfax Family Foundation, Australia 

Council, ANZ, Ergon Energy, Westpac, Cairns 

Regional Council, Regional Arts Fund and our many 

local business supporters including Just the Man, 

O’Connor Law and Salt House.  Large and small you 

make our work possible. Thank you 

And last but not least our Artistic Director and CEO 

Suellen Maunder – every year you surprise me with 

your never-ending creativity, design and humanity. 

Thank you

Gill Townsend
Chair
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PRODUCTIONS 
& TOURS

DIVERSE NEW THEATRE WORK, 
INTERNATIONAL TOUR
A Co-production by JUTE Theatre Company, Sasi 

Victoire and Masakini Theatre Company (Malaysia)

Alice in the Antipathies magically unfolds the saga 

of Asha, a child of the great Indian Diaspora, who 

navigates a tricky voyage through romance, love, 

loss and reconciliation. She tumbles from the rubber 

plantations of Malaysia to the heady experience 

of feminism in 1970s Melbourne to the artist’s 

paradise of Far North Queensland with its Malaytown 

historical roots. It is a magical transformative story 

of migration, told through the senses, embedded 

with the playwright’s own artworks projected onto 

the kavaad, an ancient Indian travelling storyteller’s 

storyboard, depicting a life lived with a constant 

sense of ‘otherness’ and a relentless search for place. 

Beautifully layered, quick-witted and poetic, 

complimented by extraordinary artwork and a cast 

of vivacious characters, Alice is a courageous and 

poignant diverse new work.

Directed by Malaysian-Australian Dr Zamin 

Chandrabhanu from Melbourne, it featured both 

Cairns and Malaysian performers and creatives. 

THE CAIRNS SEASON:

05 - 12 October 
Cairns Performing Arts Centre, 
Studio Theatre

CAST:
Phraveen Arikiah 

Roz Pappalardo 

Sabera Shaik 

Sukania Venugopal

Number of Performances

8
Total Attendance

1212
Box Office Revenue

$8747

(612 Cairns; 600 Kuala Lumpur)

Cairns Only

CREATIVE TEAM:

DIRECTOR:      

Dr Zamin Chandrabhanu

SOUND DESIGN & COMPOSER:   
Tristen Barton 

SET DESIGNERS:     
Simone Tesorieri & Simona Cosentini

VISUAL DESIGN, COSTUME & PROPS:   

Dr Sasi Victoire

LIGHTING DESIGN:    

Normah Nordin

VISION DESIGNER:     

Dave Masters

STAGE MANAGEMENT:    

Siew Yin

ALICE IN THE 
ANTIPATHIES
BY SASI VICTOIRE

Rehearsals took place in Kuala Lumpur, and after a 

sold out season at the Damansara Performing Arts 

Centre in KL, the show transferred to the Cairns 

Performing Arts Centre. The Cairns season was 

complimented by an exhibition of the playwright’s 

artwork, presented in the CPAC foyer by KickArts 

Contemporary Arts. 

Alice in The Antipathies, a truly home-grown diverse 

work developed through JUTE’s script development 

program, presented the company with a wonderful 

learning curve in cross-cultural protocols, and in 

strengthening the company’s understanding of team 

communications, marketing and touring logistics. 

The learnings from this production have already 

been applied in JUTE’s Thai-Australian script 

development process as JUTE pursues even greater 

diversity in theatre, proactively engaging with other 

international theatre companies for co-production 

and touring options.  

NB: Dates for the Cairns Season were required to be 

altered at the last minute due to the renovations of 

the CoCA venue being delayed.  This impacted the 

marketing of the show and challenged the production 

team in a new venue.
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TOUR STATISTICS:

15 July -20 September

Innisfail, Bamaga, Mapoon, Weipa, 
Mossman, Ravenshoe, Yarrabah, 
Mt. Isa, Doomadgee, Cloncurry

CREATIVE TEAM:

DIRECTOR:   
Bridget Boyle 

SET DESIGNERS:   
Simone Tesorieri & Simona Cosentini

LIGHTING DESIGN: 
Jason Glenwright

SOUND DESIGNER: 
Kim Bowers

CREATIVE PRODUCER & PRE-TOUR 
ENGAGEMENT: 
Yvette Walker

DRAMATURG: 
Kathryn Ash

REHEARSAL STAGE MANAGER:  
Ashley Groenen 

TOUR MANAGER:          
PJ Rosas

CAST & WORKSHOP FACILITATORS:

Kaleenah Edwards

Nazaree Dickerson

Leonard Donaghue

Mark Sheppard 

Total Attendance 

– Community Performances

Number of workshops

Number of participants

585
School Performances

160

3664

The Longest Minute
by Robert Kronk and Nadine MacDonald-Dowd 

AWARD-WINNING DIVERSE NEW 
THEATRE WORK, REGIONAL & REMOTE 
TOUR & RESIDENCY PROGRAM. 

A Production and Tour by JUTE Theatre Company.

JUTE’s Dare to Dream crew hit the road again in 2019, 
kicking off a 10-week tour and residency program of 
Queensland’s remotest communities with a remote 
tour-specific remount of 2018’s award-winning crowd 
pleaser, The Longest Minute. 

This is an aspirational and inspirational story of an 
Indigenous rugby-league-loving family who dream 
of their beloved North Queensland Cowboys team 
winning the NRL Premiership. The Cowboys’ trials 
and tribulations, and the frantic closing minute of 
play in their 2015 grand final win, runs parallel to the 
struggles of the family’s feisty youngest daughter, 
Jess, who dreams of one day becoming a professional 
rugby player. Jess has a dream and, like the Cowboys, 
she just won’t give it up.

The Longest Minute Dare to Dream tour and residency 
program follows in the footsteps of Bukal (2018) 
and Proppa Solid (2016 and 2017),  involving the 
commissioning, development, production and touring 
of inspirational new stories to regional and very 
remote schools and their communities – made for 
First Nations audiences – by First Nations artists with 

all First Nations cast and crew. The 2018 script that 
won JUTE its first Main Stage Matilda award in early 
2019 was revised by the playwrights to accommodate 
the Dare to Dream all-Indigenous cast of 4, and 
remounted in Cairns under the direction of its original 
director Bridget Boyle with a “dream team” First 
Nations cast. 

Once on the road, each community visit comprised a 
five-day performance and workshop schedule with 
a professional performance followed by a series 
of daily, school-based workshops for students 
culminating in their own performance version of Dare 
to Dream.

Critically, the program also provides the forum and 
opportunity for these communities to see Indigenous 
culture and stories represented on stage in a positive 
light; working with Indigenous students to help them 
voice their aspirations for the future.

Dare to Dream 2019 tour covered thousands of 
kilometres and 10 communities starting with Bamaga 
in the far north to Lockhart River in the east, Yarrabah 
in the south and Mt Isa, Doomadgee and Cloncurry in 
the west.

As with previous years, the program garnered 
strong funding partners including Tim Fairfax Family 
Foundation, Westpac Foundation and ANZ Bank Seeds 
of Renewal. JUTE Dare to Dream Partner, Ergon 
Energy Network (part of the Energy Queensland 
Group) and project partners including touring agent 
– ArTour, Department of Education, My Pathways and 
the Department of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island 
Partnerships.

REMOTE TOUR & RESIDENCY PROGRAM

DARE TO DREAM

1662
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THE TOUR SEASON:

Cairns

Logan 

Ipswich

Toowoomba

Gladstone

CREATIVE TEAM:

DIRECTOR:    
Bridget Boyle 

SET DESIGNERS:   
Simone Tesorieri & Simona Cosentini

LIGHTING DESIGN: 
Jason Glenwright

SOUND DESIGNER: 
Kim Bowers

DRAMATURG:  
Kathryn Ash

CAST:
Jeremy Ambrum 

Louise Brehmer 

Lafe Charlton 

Chenoa Deemal 

Mark Sheppard 

Brian Proberts 

THE 
LONGEST 
MINUTE
BY ROBERT KRONK & NADINE 
MACDONALD-DOWD

AWARD-WINNING NEW THEATRE WORK, REGIONAL STATE TOUR

A Queensland Theatre managed Regional Tour of Co-Production

Following on from near sell-out co-production seasons of The Longest Minute in Brisbane and Cairns 

in 2018, Queensland Theatre remounted the Debase, JUTE Theatre Company and Queensland Theatre 

Co-Production of this iconic Queensland story to audiences across the state. This Matilda award-winning 

production was taken on the road with the original cast in 2019, touring along the state coast and hinterland 

through some of the state’s most fiercely dedicated rugby league cities and townships.

The success of the 2018 partnership between the three co-producers of The Longest Minute, one 

company small, one small-to-medium and the other a major State Company, provided rich legacy 

outcomes; a further two separate and extensive touring seasons over 2019. Valuable relationships 

were forged and consolidated between the three co-producers, along with the confirmation that 

collaboration between regional and metropolitan-based companies can provide both excellence in 

arts practice and marketing strength. 
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NEW 
THEATRE 
WORK 
CREATIVE 
DEVELOPMENT 
& SHOWCASE

In development through JUTE writing programs 

since 2015.

“Old Amos leads an eccentric life hidden deep in 

the tropical rain forest of Far North Queensland’s 

Cassowary Coast. He’s a bohemian eco-warrior, a 

spiritual eclectic and a cantankerous loner but for the 

occasional visit from his mysterious neighbour, Josie. 

His idyllic existence living amongst the rainforest of 

the illusive Cassowary, however, is endangered when 

his estranged daughter Paula moves in. She has her 

eyes on his precious real estate. She has plans. ‘Over 

my dead body,’ thinks Amos. He may be right.”

Mission Beach writer/journalist Laurie Trott took 

learnings from JUTE’s script writing program Write 

Sparks 101 in 2016, and went on to become a writer-

in-residence in 2017. In 2018 she successfully pitched 

her fledgling script To Kill A Cassowary to be given 

financial and in-kind support from JUTE towards a 

creative development in 2019. 

Although Laurie was not successful in securing 

grant funds towards the creative development, 

JUTE believed in the potential of the work enough 

to go ahead with the creative development, working 

judiciously from a ‘shoestring’ budget, arranging part-

time scheduling for actors and some key artists.   JUTE 

acknowledges the in-kind support of the Creative 

Development Director Karen Crone and Playwright 

Laurie Trott.

Even under these tight restrictions, the work moved 

quickly forward to a production-ready stage, and 

JUTE’s belief and investment in this emerging new 

playwright was proven well-founded. The production 

of To Kill A Cassowary was JUTE’s first production in 

2020, a fresh challenging script worthy to be JUTE’s 

inaugural production in the newly-renovated Bulmba-

Ja Arts Centre.

• To Kill A Cassowary Creative  
 Development & showcase

• Synesthesia Creative    
 Development & showcase

• Lyceum Highway Creative   
 Development & showcase

• La Bella Figura Creative   
 Development & showcase

• That Waves May Carry Us    
 - Commission

To Kill a 
Cassowary
by Laurie Trott 

Workshops | March 25-29
Botanic Gardens Visitor’s Centre 
Tank 3, Tank Arts Centre

Showcase Presentation |  March 29
Botanic Gardens Visitor’s Centre

DIRECTOR:  Karen Crone

SET DESIGNER:  Simona Cosentini

DRAMATURG/CREATIVE PRODUCER: 
Kathryn Ash

PLAYWRIGHT: Laurie Trott

Creative Team:

Creative Development Dates:

Susan Prince

Steven Tandy

Natalie Taylor

Cast:

Number of artists engaged 7
Total  attendance to the 
public reading 40

Creative Developments 
A creative development is an advanced form of script development where the playwright works intensively 
with a director, dramaturg, actors and even at times designers for five days in a hothouse workshop setting. 
At the end of the five days, and a number of rewrites, the work is given a public reading, with feedback from 
the audience. It’s a speedy way to bring a script to the boil, and create a buzz around the work for a potential 
future audience.

New Work 
Development 

Programs

Concept Set Drawings
Simona Cosentini
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NEW THEATRE WORK CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT AND 
SHOWCASE

In development through JUTE writing programs since 2016. 

“Maggie traverses a vast, barren landscape on a lonely 
highway, unaware she is being pursued by a dark force. 
When she makes the choice to pick up a hitch-hiker, Gee, a 
strange man who looks strangely familiar, her plans take 
a desperate u-turn. Will he be her saviour? Or will she be 
able to save herself?  And what exactly is that huge black 
mass gathering force behind them?”

Lyceum Highway by emerging playwright Kate Adams is a 
road trip into a personal hell for a woman on the brink;  an 
intense thriller, a journey into self, a sharply written

observation on life, love and belief.

In 2018 Kate successfully pitched this work to JUTE 
for further development and, as with all playwrights 
successful in pitching that year, JUTE challenged her 
to independently secure part-funding towards the 
development of the work by submitting a grant application. 

This innovative strategy by JUTE nurtured skills for 
independent artists, giving them a measure of grant-
writing confidence, budget acumen and a certain sense of 
some ‘skin in the game’. JJUTE’s creative producer Kathryn 
Ash supported and guided Kate through the grant making

process and Kate was successful in securing funding 
towards the costs of this creative development. The funds 
were augmented by JUTE in-kind and financially leading a 
truly valuable experience for Kate.

Significantly, the original script of Lyceum Highway called 
for 3 people, but the process of dramaturgy and design 
discussions during the creative development revealed 
the work would best be told with only two actors. The 
third ‘character’ on stage would best be represented as 
a design element, a mysterious dark cloud that pursued 
the characters across the space. Although it can be very 
confronting and difficult for a playwright to deal with 
sudden pivots of this kind, Kate proved to be resilient and 
clever with the new idea.

The showcase presentation of the reading was successful 
with some excellent critical feedback. The development of 
the work continues.

NEW FIRST NATIONS THEATRE WORK CREATIVE 
DEVELOPMENT AND SHOWCASE

Commissioned by JUTE and in development since 2018.

‘Synesthesia Part II’ is a gentle, poignant and often joyous 
tale of a young First Nations man, Mark, who leaves his 
home to conquer the world, only to find his greatest battle 
is finding his way back home to Country. 

On the eve of his big break on national television as a 
country music singer, Mark’s mind is jumbled by nostalgic 
memories of home. He remembers moonlight nights in the 
sacred world of the bush, fireside sparks rising to meet 
the stars, and travelling west in a beat-up Holden with 
the best country song ever on the radio. He remembers 
his mum’s kitchen and chicken soup on the stove, its 
warm and comforting smell. He remembers the sister he 
loves and the promises he has broken. But he would do 
anything not to remember one specific recurring memory; 
the horrific screech of brakes, a sickening sound of metal 
crunching and howling tears.

This ambitious two-week creative development built on the 
initial script development of 2018, and brought together 
13 artists, the majority of whom are regional First Nations 
practitioners. The final showcase brought an impressive 
array of visual and musical elements together with some 
extraordinary local Indigenous Australian actors.

Originally built expressly to be part of the Dare To Dream 
canon, the text addresses something at the very core of 
the Dare To Dream proposition; that following your dream 
will be hard, it will change you, it may take you away 
from Country, it may take years, it may never again be 
the same for you when you return from the world beyond 
Community. 

Although the showcase was well received and the work 
was moved forward significantly, Synesthesia Part II went 
on to be dramaturge in-house in the later half of 2019 with 
the decision to bring First Nations writer Yvette Walker on 
board as co-writer to strengthen the narrative. The work 
has also had a change of title, and is now known as Mango 
Season. 

JUTE continues to work towards crafting Mango Season 
for a future production.

Synesthesia Part II
by Mark Sheppard 

Lyceum Highway
by Kate AdamsWorkshops | 7-17 May 2019

Botanic 185 Scott St, Bungalow, Studio 3

Showcase Presentation |  May 17 
185 Scott St, Bungalow, Studio 3

DIRECTOR: Mark Sheppard

SET DESIGNER:   
Simona Cosentini & Simone Tesorieri

DRAMATURG: Briar Grace Smith

CULTURAL CONSULTANT/DRAMATURG: 
Fiona Wirra-George

CREATIVE PRODUCER:  Yvette Walker

MUSIC COMPOSER/VOCALIST: 
Merindi Schrieber

SOUND DESIGNER: 
Kim (Busty Beatz) Bowers

VISUAL ARTIST:  Elverina Johnson

VIDEOGRAPHER: Steve Mayer-Miller

Creative Team:

Creative Development Dates:

Warren Clements

Linton Schrieber

Cast:

Number of artists engaged 13
Total  attendance to the 
public reading 55

Rita Pryce

Cleopatra Pryce

Workshops | 23-24 &  27-29 May 
Botanic Gardens Visitor’s Centre and Tank 
3, Tank Arts Centre

Showcase Presentation |  May 29
Botanic Gardens Visitor’s Centre

DIRECTOR:   
Suellen Maunder

SET DESIGNER:  
Simona Cosentini

DRAMATURG/CREATIVE PRODUCER: 
Kathryn Ash

PLAYWRIGHT: 
Kate Adams

VIDEOGRAPHER: 
Steve Mayer-Miller

Creative Team:

Creative Development Dates:

Susan Prince

Roz Pappalardo

Mark Sheppard

Cast:

Number of artists engaged 8
Total  attendance to the 
public reading 43
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DIVERSE NEW THEATRE WORK CREATIVE 
DEVELOPMENT AND SHOWCASE

“Simona is a second-generation Italian-Aussie, a 

successful single businesswoman, a real fireball. 

Today she visits her Nonna and Nonno, and as we hang 

out in the Cavaleri family kitchen that seems stuck 

in 1960-something, Simona is keen to share family 

photographs and learn how to cook her Nonna’s famous 

Siciliana sauce. But something else is bubbling away. 

Something awkward and possibly catastrophic. We are 

all in on a secret that her grandparents do not yet know. 

How will Simona tell her grandparents she is about to 

cross the line, making an unforgivable move that may 

bring social shame on her whole family?”

This new comedy is the brainchild of second-generation 

Italian-Aussies and Cairns locals, Frank D’angelico 

and Roz Pappalardo, both of whom have an intimate 

knowledge of how the Italian social attitude of la bella 

figura has worked its often hilarious magic in their lives 

and careers.

As a direct legacy of JUTE Theatre Company’s 

involvement with the Commonwealth Games 

performance, “Beginnings” in 2018, Frank invited Roz 

and Beginnings playwright Kathryn Ash to create this 

new work.

With funding sourced and support from JUTE, the 

project spread itself over nine months, seeking some 

long conversations with prominent members of the 

Italian community to help shape some of the ideas 

before coming up with an hilarious two-hander that 

strikes a chord for every Italian, and helps celebrate the 

legacy Italian immigrants have given our contemporary 

Australian way of life.

The showcase presentation of the reading, complete 

with the culturally-obligatory wine and antipasto 

donated by the Italian Community, was a massive 

success. The development of the work continues in 2020 

with a second creative development planned in which 

the work will be integrated with musical elements.

NEW THEATRE WORK COMMISSION 

“They call me Emma the Greek, but I am not Greek. I am 

olive-skinned though, and on our wintery island this is 

odd enough for a nickname. My Mama was a slut and 

she had me with a travelling sailor, says my Papa. He 

does not know if the sailor was Greek- he does not even 

know if this is true- but since forever Emma the Greek is 

my name. I cannot ask Mama the truth, because the sea 

carries no messages to the ones who lie at its bottom. 

Or even if the sea does do this, it does not bring back to 

the surface the replies.”

The enchanting and haunting character of Emma The 

Greek first appeared in At Sea, Staring Up, a Finegan 

Kruckemeyer work commissioned and developed by 

JUTE in 2011 and produced in 2012. The production 

was a huge success for JUTE, and the company and 

playwright feel they have “unfinished business” with 

Emma the Greek’s epic saga.

The commission is still in formative stages. 

La Bella Figura
by Roz Pappalardo, Kathryn Ash 
and Frank D’Angelico. 

That Waves May Carry Us
by Finegan Kruckemeyer. Workshops | Feb - Oct

Pumphouse, (JUTE temporary offices) 
Tank Arts Centre

Showcase Presentation |  Oct 13 
Botanic Gardens Visitor’s Centre

DIRECTOR: 
Suellen Maunder

DRAMATURG: 
Peter Matheson

PLAYWRIGHTS:
Roz Pappalardo, 
Kathryn Ash, 
and Frank D’Angelico

VIDEOGRAPHER:
Arnaud Delmarle

Creative Team:

Creative Development Dates:

Roz Pappalardo

Frank D’Angelico

Cast:

Number of artists engaged 8
Total  attendance to the 
public reading 52
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SKILLS DEVELOPMENT 
& PARTICIPATION 
PROGRAMS

JUTE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS TAKE RESIDENCY IN OTHER REGIONS

In 2019 JUTE’s writing development program Write Sparks took the opportunity to spark inspiration in another 
regional area of Queensland. Through the Central Queensland (CQUniversity) Regional Arts Service Network 
(RASN), JUTE’s resident dramaturg and facilitator for the Write Sparks 101 Program was invited to conduct four 
performance writing workshops at the Capricorn Coast Writer’s Festival. RASN also secured 10 Central coast 
writers (from Rockhampton, Yeppoon, Bundaberg, Gladstone and Worrabinda)  who received scholarships to 
not only attend but also receive access to Write Out Loud, JUTE’s online companion program to Write Sparks.

This initiative resulted in a wonderful weekend of workshops as a part of the Capricorn Writer’s Festival in 
Yeppoon, which saw 25-28 people attend every Write Sparks session. 10 of those attendees were recipients of 
the CQ RASN Scholarships and they continued to work with JUTE to further develop their new scripts.

Kathryn Ash returned to Yeppoon in October when the 10 scholarship writers came together again to work on 
and polish their drafts and present them to the public at an open air local festival called the Creek Sessions 
produced by Keppel Coast Arts and the Livingstone Shire Council.

JUTE understands the value of long-term engagements in the development of a culturally rich landscape within 
communities. This is why the program facilitator, Kathryn Ash remains in contact with all writers who complete the 
Write Sparks program, including those 10 CQRASN scholarship writers even after the workshops were completed.  

Write Sparks emphazises capacity-building for regional artists, providing multiple opportunities for writers to 
embed their learning, connect with each other and with the program facilitator in order to create a platform for 
deep networking, and provide a legacy of creative confidence. The ongoing writing development program will 
bring rich, diverse Queensland stories to new audiences, building on the cultural capital within our regions.  

The Capricorn Coast Writer’s Festival model, that of embedding Write Sparks workshops within writers’ festival 
programs, effectively piggy-backing off festival marketing to reach into other regions, is one that is keenly 
understood to be workable, profitable and creatively successful. JUTE will pursue ways to apply the model to 
writer’s festivals in future.

Write Sparks
Capricorn Coast Writers Festival & Creek Sessions

Capricorn Coast 
Writer’s Festival
Saturday 1 & Sunday 2 
June, 2019

Location:  
The Mill Gallery 
31-35 Normanby St, 
Yeppoon, QLD 4703 Number of participants

Total Attendance to the public reading 

Number of 
participants 58

58 unique participants 
(including 10 
CQRASN scholarship 
playwrights attending 
each session)

Creek Session 
Workshop
Friday 18 - Saturday 19 
October, 2019

Location:  
The Mill Gallery 
31-35 Normanby St, 
Yeppoon, QLD 4703

Public Reading
Saturday 19 October, 
2019

Location:  
Banks of Fig Tree Creek 
(at the KCA Artship) in 
Yeppoon

7
200
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A NEW NAME AND A NEW ATTITUDE FOR PROFESSIONAL DIFFERENCE

2019 saw a change in the way JUTE perceived and managed its actor development program. The JUTE Theatre 

Schools as it was then known, had been in operation since 2016, with a variety of facilitators and a variety of 

approaches, and operating out of a venue significantly removed from company’s operations base at Centre of 

Contemporary Arts.

In early 2019 the creative producers of JUTE discussed the idea of rebranding the program entirely. Knowing 

that there are significant numbers of ‘theatre schools’ operating in Cairns but none of them part of a working 

theatre company, the rebranding focused on professionalism and a more personalized engagement with the 

staff and workings of JUTE. The newly titled ‘JUTE Actors Studio’ recognized the perceived value of the program 

for its participants lies in feeling connected to the professional workings of a theatre company and in training 

for a professional theatre career.

The program began personalizing its interactions with the participants and the parents of the primary and 

secondary school participants. JUTE creative producers increased their physical presence in the workshops, 

and the communication between the facilitators and the creative producer increased. There was a more hands-

on approach to crafting the lesson plans with workshop facilitators and there was a switch to creating an 

atmosphere that reflected the rigour of professional training. The showcase presentation at the end of every 

term was also reimagined; a panel of three industry professionals were invited to view the showcases providing 

feedback for the emerging actors’ performances. This initiative, above all others, proved the most valued by 

the participants.

The feedback and evaluation process for each term was also formalized and well documented, and concerted 

effort was put into bringing the comments and suggestions from each evaluation period into the next term’s 

considerations.

By the final term of 2019, the JUTE Actors Studio rebrand, along with some effective marketing strategies, had 

begun to show a measured growth in numbers. As we move into the renovated premises in 2020, the company 

intends to build on that capacity and create more of a connection for the participants between training and 

finding professional career pathways.

JUTE Actors Studio

Four Term Workshops

Facilitators Included: 
Karen Crone, Taeg Twist, 
Mark Sheppard & Natalie Taylor.

Location: Botanic Gardens Visitor’s 
Centre & Tank 3, Tank Arts Centre

Showcase Panels included
Suellen Maunder, Karen Crone, 
Kathryn Ash, Bridget Boyle, 
Nazaree Dickerson, Shaneen 
Mason, Lou Bennetto and Laura 
Pegrum

Showcase Attendance

Number of participants

Ensemble

Parcans

Gobos

30
39
26

151
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OUTREACH 
PROGRAMS 4 Term Weekly Workshop Program.

As a legacy outcome from the Dare To Dream 

program, JUTE responded to a request from 

Cape York Girl Academy at Wangetti Beach, 

some 45 minutes north of Cairns, to establish a 

weekly program of performance workshops to be 

delivered at the school. A small private school, 

exclusively catering to the needs of young women 

including school-age mothers from First Nations 

communities, Cape York Girl Academy (CYGA) 

wanted to use performance to create a sense of 

community, to nurture mutual understanding and 

respect amongst the diverse student population, 

and provide a safe learning space to encourage 

self-confidence, self-expression and pride in a 

shared First Nation cultural heritage.

JUTE created a four-term program, engaging a range 

of performing regional artists, both First Nations 

and non-Indigenous practitioners, to teach theatre 

skills, dance and rap songwriting and recording.

Some of the challenges to this program created a 

steep learning curve for JUTE, including artists 

negotiating the long drive to and from the Wangetti 

premises, making sure the facilitators felt supported 

in what was an often complex environment to teach, 

keeping consistency of engagement with the First 

Nations facilitators who were dealing with their 

TERM 1 Clowning & Movement

TERM 2  Contemporary Indigenous Australian dance/movement

TERM 3  Rap songwriting, performance & recording

TERM 4 Devised Theatre & Improvisation

Facilitators included: 

Taeg Twist

Mark Sheppard

Pauline Lampton 

(Miriki Performing Arts)

Charmaine (Dizzy) Doolan

Patty Preece

Melanie Jack (Ironing Maidens)

Kathryn Ash

Natalie Taylor

Participants:

Showcase 
Attendance:

80

170

own cultural and personal needs, and maintaining a 

strong communication with the school over distance.

Not the least of the challenges also felt was the 

cultural reluctance of many First Nations students to 

engage in performing in front of others, commonly 

known as ‘shame’. But with persistence, gentle 

encouragement, and positive messages such as 

facilitator Charmaine (Dizzy) Doolan’s regular 

physical gag of carting a waste-paper bin around the 

class and asking the students to put their ‘shame’ in 

the bin, the students managed to engage increasingly 

well with the workshops.

JUTE provided four terms of highly successful 

workshops; theatre clowning/movement, 

contemporary Indigenous Australian dance,  

rap songwriting, and  devised theatre through 

improvisation. Each of the terms had its own showcase 

in which the students performed to family and CYGA 

teaching staff.

Cape York Girl Academy provided a unique opportunity 

for 11 regional arts practitioners to gain experience 

in flexible teaching strategies in culturally sensitive 

environments, for JUTE to more fully understand the 

complexities of regular distance outreach and for the 

students of CYGA to gain a host of positive outcomes 

that result from ‘putting their shame in the bin’ and 

engaging fully with performance.

Cape York Girl  
Academy Outreach
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• CQU/TFFF Dare to Dream Research project

• Dare to Dream pre-tour engagement trip

• French Film Student Internship

• JUTE Volunteers

• JUTE Review

ENGAGEMENT 
PROGRAMS

In 2019 CQUniversity received support from Tim Fairfax Family Foundation to continue the research project 

on the impact and key findings of the Dare to Dream program.  Previous Dare to Dream artists Alexis West and 

Nazaree Dickerson undertook a 2-week evaluation fieldwork in Yarrabah, Wangetti, Mossman and Bloomfield 

in February/March 2019.  The report is currently being finalised by Susan Davis (PhD), Associate Professor

Deputy Dean Research | School of Education & the Arts, CQUniversity.

Evaluations from previous years of undertaking the remote program recommended that JUTE undertake a 

pre-Engagement Tour in order to speak to Community Elders, Local Councils and School leaders about the 

upcoming program to ensure that the teams were expected and welcomed into the community.  The pre-

engagement team consisting of First Nations Artsworkers Yvette Walker and PJ Rosas for Bamaga, Thursday 

Island, and Yvette Walker and Kerry Hookey for Doomagee, Cloncurry and Mt. Isa.  

JUTE was first approached by Arnaud Delmarle in March 2019, a 

French film student from Aix-Marseille University, requesting an 

opportunity to complete a 3 month internship with the company. 

JUTE was of course delighted to host Arnaud from October to 

December 2019 after seeing his ‘audition’ video detailing his skills, 

his studies and his excitement to be involved in a regional theatre 

company.

Arnaud was involved in many different aspects of the company 

including but limited to photographic and video documentation 

of JUTE programs and events, assisting with various Creative 

Developments, creating marketing and promotional videos 

for grant submissions, upcoming programs and fundraising 

campaigns, and even participating in a term of JUTE Actors Studio. 

It was a pleasure hosting Arnaud and JUTE hopes to have more 

student internships in the near future.

Our volunteers are an important part of our JUTE community; 

without them we are unable to present most of our public events. 

Different roles and tasks volunteers assist with include:

• Front of House and Ushering duties at all productions

• Concierge and event setups at all Creative Development   

 public readings and JUTE Revue events

• Administration duties

JUTE Theatre Company works with tertiary educational 

institutions and community development programs in supporting 

young  people in their career and training needs through our work 

experience program. This year JUTE hosted one student from St 

Andrews Catholic College and one job seeker from My Pathway, 

both with a keen interest in Production Management. 

CQU/TFFF Dare to Dream Research Project

Dare to Dream Pre-Engagement Tour

French Film Student Internship

Work Experience

JUTE Volunteers

Thank you to everyone 
who has  assisted JUTE in 2019. 

We encourage members of the Cairns 
community to join this program. 
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JUTE Revue is a ‘showcase’ concept developed by JUTE’s Business Development Manager, Milly Darby in 2019.

This idea was conceived following Milly’s search to find new ways of connecting, engaging and sharing JUTE’s 

story.  The underlying objective was to avoid sending quarterly emails.

JUTE Revue is an event or gathering - the purpose of which is to talk about JUTE’s program and most importantly, 

bring together all of the Company’s stakeholders to interact and connect. 

This event is particularly important for our Board members – who are able to meet everyone that works with the 

organisation while building trust with stakeholders.  This is where the Board hear positive stories about JUTE 

from the people who work directly with the team.

Attending stakeholders included artists and representatives from arts organisations that JUTE works with and 

supports along with funders, investors and donors.

JUTE Revue
The inaugural event, held in 2019, was 

intended to start small, accounting for 

a maximum of 30 guests given budget 

constraints and not yet understanding 

the impact of the event. 

The actual attendance numbered 50 

guests including the Cairns Mayor. An 

inspiring video message from JUTE’s 

Board Director, John Paul Fischbach 

who resides in Melbourne.  Traditional 

Owner, Carl Fourmile from Minjil, also 

presented an amazing interactive 

Welcome to Country that left guests 

in awe and an engaging excerpt of 

a play reading from the Creative 

Development of To Kill A Cassowary. 

The event was a great success 

sending out the word into the business 

community that JUTE is a leading arts 

organization in the region.

  ●Board establishing 
personal relationships 

with JUTE’s partners

 ●Opportunities to develop 
further partnerships 

and support

  ●Maintaining trust 
and loyalty

 ●Strengthening 
relationships

 ●Bringing a deeper 
understanding of the 

range and depth of 
creative activities 

undertaken by JUTE

ONGOING EXPECTED 
OUTCOMES INCLUDE:
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SPONSORS & 
PARTNERSHIPS

APPENDIX – 
2019 AUDITED 
STATEMENTS



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
AUDITOR’S INDEPENDENCE DECLARATION UNDER S 307C OF THE CORPORATIONS ACT 2001  
TO THE COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT OF JUST US THEATRE ENSEMBLE T/A JUTE THEATRE 
COMPANY 
 
I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, during the year ended 31 December 2019 there have been 
no contraventions of: 
i. 
 

the auditor’s independence requirements as set out in the Corporations Act 2001 in relation to the audit; 
and 

ii. any applicable code of professional conduct in relation to the audit. 
 
 

Brian Tucker Audit 
BRIAN TUCKER AUDIT 
Chartered Accountants 
 
 
 
BILLY-JOE THOMAS 
Director 
 
Dated at Perth, Western Australia this 27th day of March 2020. 

 

brian tucker audit   
 

1300 284 330 
reception@amwaudit.com.au 

PO Box 229 
Joondalup DC WA 6919 

ABN: 59125425274 
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